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Summary

Microtubule (MT) crosslinking proteins of the ase1p/PRC1/
Map65 family play a major role in the construction of MT net-

works such as the mitotic spindle. Most homologs in this
family have been shown to localize with a remarkable spec-

ificity to sets of MTs that overlap with an antiparallel relative

orientation [1–4]. Regulatory proteins bind to ase1p/PRC1/
Map65 and appear to use the localization to set up precise

spatial signals [5–10]. Here, we present evidence for a mech-
anism of localized protein multimerization underlying the

specific targeting of ase1p, the fision yeast homolog. In con-
trolled in vitro experiments, dimers of ase1-GFP diffused

along the surface of single MTs and, at concentrations above
a certain threshold, assembled into static multimeric struc-

tures. We observed that this threshold was significantly
lower on overlapping MTs. We also observed diffusion and

multimerization of ase1-GFP on MTs inside living cells,
suggesting that a multimerization-driven localization mech-

anism is relevant in vivo. The domains responsible for MT
binding and multimerization were identified via a series of

ase1p truncations. Our findings show that cells use a finely
tuned cooperative localization mechanism that exploits dif-

ferences in the geometry and concentration of ase1p binding
sites along single and overlapping MTs.

Results and Discussion

Velocity sedimentation and size-exclusion chromatography
suggest that S. cerevisiae Ase1 forms an extended rod-
shaped homodimer [3]. To examine the oligomeric state of
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S. pombe ase1p, we imaged single ase1-GFP complexes ab-
sorbed to a coverslip surface. Intensity time traces of individ-
ual fluorescent spots often revealed two bleaching steps
(Figure 1C, inset), suggesting that complexes contained two
ase1-GFP molecules. To confirm this result, we compared
ase1-GFP prebleach intensity to that of dimeric Kinesin1-GFP
and tetrameric Eg5-GFP [11] and found the intensity distribu-
tion of ase1-GFP (mean intensity 6 SEM = 4.8 6 0.2 3 103

a.u.) to overlap the distribution of the reference dimer (mean
intensity 6 SEM = 5.0 6 0.2 3 103 a.u.), while being clearly dis-
tinct from that of tetrameric Eg5 (mean intensity 6 SEM = 8.4 6
0.3 3 103 a.u.; Figure 1C). Our data thus indicate that ase1-GFP
was predominantly dimeric in the absence of MTs.

We next used a single-molecule assay to explore the dy-
namics and multimerization state of ase1-GFP while interact-
ing with individual MTs. Biotin-labeled MTs were attached to
a streptavidin-coated coverslip, and the surface was subse-
quently covered with a polymer brush to prevent further pro-
tein binding [12]. Finally, ase1-GFP molecules were added to
the sample chamber at a low concentration (0.45 nM) and al-
lowed to interact with the MTs (Figure 1A). We could observe
ase1-GFP binding from solution to the MTs. Once attached,
fluorescent proteins moved stochastically along the length of
MTs (Figure 1B; Movie S1 available online). The average inten-
sity of these moving spots was similar to the average intensity
of surface-adsorbed ase1-GFP assayed under identical illumi-
nation conditions, indicating that these spots are primarily
individual ase1-GFP dimers (Figures 1D and 1E).

To quantify the stochastic motion of the dimers, we tracked
individual ase1-GFP dimers moving on MTs by using a sub-
pixel-resolution tracking algorithm (Figure 1F). The mean
square displacement (MSD) obtained from these traces
increased linearly with time (Figure 1G) and could be
fitted with a one-dimensional diffusion constant of 5.5 6
0.5 3 104 nm2 s21 (see [11] and [13] for methods). The average
length of time over which individual fluorescence spots could
be observed on a MT was 11 6 2 s (Figure 1H). This is a lower
limit of the interaction time of dimers with MTs because photo-
bleaching occurred on a similar time scale.

We then repeated the MT-binding experiment at a higher
ase1-GFP concentration (4.5 nM) and found that very bright
spots, which were not observed in the absence of MTs
(data not shown), covered the MTs (Figure 2A; Movie S2).
As opposed to the individual dimers observed at low concen-
tration (Figure 1B), the bright spots did not diffuse measur-
ably, but were statically bound to MTs for more than
10 min (Figure 2D). The average intensity of these spots
was w18 times that of a dimer (Figure 2B), suggesting that
ase1-GFP dimers interact and form stable clusters. Forma-
tion of multimeric particles at high ase1-GFP concentrations
was confirmed by spatial image correlation spectroscopy
(see Supplemental Results and Discussion) [14]. The lower
mobility of these multimers suggests that the additional pro-
tein-protein interactions involved are acting to reinforce
ase1p-binding to MTs, leading to an increase of overall MT
association. Indeed, the appearance of multimers between
0.45 and 4.5 nM goes hand in hand with a nonlinear increase
of MT-bound ase1p (Figure 2C). This demonstrates that
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ase1p dimers bind cooperatively to MTs, most likely as a
result of multimer formation.

We next tried to directly visualize the cluster formation pro-
cess, i.e., the addition of ase1-GFP dimers to existing multi-
mers. After partial photobleaching of MT-bound multimers,
the landing of new dimers could be observed even when oc-
curring next to the initially much brighter multimers. At a high

Figure 1. Ase1-GFP Dimers Diffuse along Single MTs

(A) Stabilized and biotinylated microtubules are immobilized on a hydropho-

bic surface that is coated with biotinylated BSA and further blocked with

Pluronic. Streptavidin is used as a linker.

(B) Frames from a time-lapse recording showing diffusion of ase1-GFP

(0.45 nM) along a line that corresponds with the position of an immobilized

MT. Scale bar represents 2 mm.

(C) Cumulative histogram of initial fluorescence intensities of isolated

surface-immobilized spots of ase1-GFP (n = 271), dimeric Kinesin-GFP

(n = 198), and tetrameric Eg5-GFP (n = 264). Insert shows step-wise bleach-

ing of isolated spots of ase1-GFP.

(D) Distribution of initial fluorescence intensities of isolated spots of ase1-

GFP adsorbed to glass. The average intensity is 351 6 19 (SEM, n = 41).

(E) Distribution of the initial fluorescence intensities of isolated spots of

ase1-GFP bound to MTs as in (A). The average intensity is 410 6 18 (SEM,

n = 52).

(F) Eight representative tracks of moving ase1-GFP spots along MTs.

(G) Mean squared displacement (MSD) calculated from 54 ase1-GFP tracks.

The solid line is a fit to a straight line: MSD = 2Dt + offset, with diffusion con-

stant, D = 5.5 6 0.5 3 104 nm2 s21. Mean squared displacement (MSD 6

SEM) calculated from 54 ase1p-GFP tracks.

(H) Plot of the fraction of mobile ase1-GFP spots that was still visibly

attached to a MT after observation time t. The average binding time, tavg =

11 6 2 s, is obtained from the time constant of a single exponential fit (solid

line). Plot of the fraction of mobile ase1p-GFP spots that were still visibly

attached to a MT (6SEM) after observation time t.
concentration of ase1-GFP (4.5 nM), dimers often appeared
to bind directly from solution to a multimer (Figure 2D). In those
cases we observed them to remain attached for on average
50 s (most likely limited by photobleaching), about 5 times
longer than individual dimers on bare MTs (Figure 1H). The
decrease in off-rate upon multimerization, and perhaps
changes in on-rate, explain the nonlinear increase in MT-
bound ase1-GFP (Figure 2C). At an intermediate concentration
(1.5 nM), less multimers formed on the MTs, and we observed
individual dimers to bind to bare sections of the MTs
(Figure 2E). Subsequently, these dimers diffused along the MT
surface and were in some cases observed to incorporate into
a multimer after an encounter. These events increased the fluo-
rescence intensity of the multimers (Figure 2F). The reverse pro-
cess of a dimer releasing from a multimer and then diffusing
along the MT was also observed (Figure 2F). These results dem-
onstrate that the MT-driven multimerization of ase1p dimers is
a dynamic process with continuous addition and removal of
subunits.

With the localization of ase1p to overlapping MTs in mind,
we next set out to study ase1p multimerization on pairs of
MTs. We generated bundled MTs by mixing ase1p with polar-
ity-marked MTs. Pairs of MTs were first scored for polarity
after immobilization on a MT-binding coverslip to check for
an orientational bias in the crosslinking mechanism. The ma-
jority of pairs were antiparallel (72% 6 4% for the 85 pairs
for which the polarity could be determined unambiguously
[mean 6 standard deviation]). This was slightly more than
found before at a lower ionic strength [1]. To determine the dy-
namics of ase1p binding to overlapping MTs, we did not use
this simple assay because ase1p could get immobilized on
the sticky surface. We used instead our single MT assay with
blocked surfaces as described above (Figures 1 and 2), but
supplemented the assay mix with a small number of nonbioti-
nylated MTs (Figure 3A). Pairs of MTs were found on the sur-
face, indicating that the additional MTs had become linked
to surface-bound MTs by ase1-GFP. At lower ase1-GFP con-
centrations (1.5 nM), few multimers were visible on single
MTs, in agreement with Figure 2E. On crosslinked MT pairs,
in contrast, many more multimers were observed (Figures
3B–3D). The presence of a second MT thus appeared to
have the same effect as a higher ase1p concentration, or, in
other words, the presence of a second MT lowered the multi-
merization threshold. This mechanism effectively targets
ase1p to MT overlap zones. The specificity for overlap zones
decreased at high ase1-GFP concentrations (4.5 nM) at which
ase1-GFP multimers were observed both on individual MTs
and on crosslinked pairs.

At low ase1-GFP concentrations (0.45 nM), individual dimers
could be observed on both single and overlapping MTs, which
allowed us to look for subtle differences in the ase1p-MT inter-
action that could trigger multimerization. We found that indi-
vidual dimers between overlapping MTs diffused at a 15-fold
slower rate (Figure S3), and we estimated that their interaction
time was at least two times longer than the 11 s measured
along single MTs (exact determination was not possible be-
cause of photobleaching) (Figure S3). This stronger interaction
would lead to an increase of the local dimer concentration
between MTs and might thereby locally elevate the system
over the critical concentration threshold required for stable
cluster formation. Additionally, dimers might become kineti-
cally trapped in regions of low diffusivity [15]. We estimate,
however, that the latter effect should contribute only negligibly
to localization (Supplemental Results and Discussion). In
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conclusion, specific localization of ase1p appears to be a
two-step process. Initially, ase1p dimers localize with higher

Figure 2. Ase1-GFP Multimerization on the MT

Lattice

(A) Still frame showing the effect of an increased

ase1-GFP concentration (4.5 nM). Ase1-GFP

decorates MTs as bright and immobile multi-

mers.

(B) Intensity distribution of ase1-GFP multimers,

normalized by the measured intensity of single

ase1-GFP dimers. The average intensity corre-

sponds to 18 6 4 ase1-GFP dimers (SEM, n = 50).

(C) Average fluorescence intensity (6SEM) of

bound ase1-GFP per unit MT length as a function

of ase1-GFP concentration. The first part of the

curve appears linear (as indicated by the linear

fit through the first three data points), but at

higher ase1p concentrations, the fluorescence

intensity increases nonlinearly, indicating coop-

erative binding. Error bars smaller than the sym-

bol size are not drawn.

(D) Kymograph of a MT incubated with ase1-GFP

at a high concentration (4.5 nM). Events of ase1-

GFP dimers binding to a multimer directly out of

solution are marked with an arrow.

(E) Kymograph of ase1-GFP along a MT at an in-

termediate concentration (1.5 nM). After initial

binding, individual dimers exhibit lattice diffusion

in between multimers. Multimers are photo-

bleached because of prolonged exposure.

(F) Examples of dimers that bound to a multimer

after lattice diffusion or released from a multimer

(top right and bottom center).

Scale bars represent 2 mm.

affinity to overlapping MTs. Once a con-
centration threshold is crossed, dimers
become further stabilized through inter-
actions with neighboring ase1p dimers,
lowering their off-rate substantially.
These effects together can explain the
remarkable preference of ase1p for
overlapping MTs in cells.

Next, we investigated whether this mechanism of ase1p lo-
calization driven by multimerization is indeed relevant in cells.
To this end, we imaged simultaneously mCherry-tubulin and
ase1-GFP expressed in COS7 cells via fast, dual-color TIRF
microscopy (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
We chose COS7 cells because their large and flat lamellae pro-
vide a convenient geometry for observing ase1p-MT interac-
tions. We observed MT bundling by ase1-GFP and localization
of ase1-GFP predominantly on bundled MTs in high-intensity
clusters with moderate mobility (Figures 4A and 4C; Movie

Figure 3. Specific ase1-GFP Multimerization between Two MTs

(A) Free-floating, nonbiotinylated MTs are added to the experiment de-

scribed in Figure 1A. Subsequently, these become bundled by ase1-GFP

to biotinylated MTs immobilized at the surface. Individual and overlapping

MTs can be studied next to each other.

(B) Video frame showing two partially overlapping rhodamine-labeled MTs

at intermediate ase1-GFP concentration (1.5 nM).

(C) Video frame of the ase1-GFP distribution along the MTs in (B). Ase1-GFP

accumulates as numerous bright multimers at the section of overlap.

Individual MTs are almost empty.

(D) Kymograph showing the dynamics of ase1-GFP multimers between the

overlapping MTs in (B).

Scale bar represent 2 mm.
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Figure 4. Ase1-GFP Dynamics and Domain Analysis in COS7 Cells

(A) COS7 cell simultaneously expressing Cherry-tubulin (left) and full-length ase1-GFP (right). Bright localization of ase1-GFP coincides with induced re-

gions of MT overlap.

(B) Enlargement of a cell region with nonbundled MTs (left, average of 20 frames) with corresponding ase1-GFP dynamics show in a kymograph (right).

(C) Enlargement of bundled MTs (left, average of 20 frames) with corresponding ase1-GFP dynamics shown in a kymograph (right). Ase1-GFP localizes as

less mobile spots that bind for a prolonged time. Prior to kymography, movies were filtered by convolution with the kernel described in [16].

(D) The N terminus of ase1p (aa 1–290 tagged with GFP) does not bind to MTs in COS7 cells. Bundling of MTs is not induced.

(E) A construct without N terminus (aa 290–731, tagged with GFP) binds homogenously along MTs. Bundling of MTs is not induced.

(F) A construct lacking the C terminus (aa 1–515, tagged with GFP) accumulates at overlapping MTs similar to the full-length protein.

(G) Summary of truncation experiments in COS7 cells. Multimer formation is assayed with kymography of overlapping MTs.

(H) Cartoon illustrating ase1 behavior in different geometries at different concentrations. Top: ase1 dimers diffuse faster and detach more rapidly on a single

MT than between two crosslinked MTs. Middle and bottom: ase1 dimers form multimers on microtubules. At high ase1 concentrations (bottom), this hap-

pens both on single and bundled MTs; at lower concentrations (middle), multimerization occurs only between MT bundles.

Scale bars represent 5 mm.
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S3). In addition, we observed dim mobile fluorescent spots,
primarily on individual, nonoverlapping, MTs (Figures 4A and
4B; Movie S4). These results demonstrate that also inside
cells, ase1-GFP both diffuses along MTs and gets enriched
in regions of MT overlap in the form of multimers.

In order to identify which ase1p domains are involved in MT
binding and multimerization, we expressed a series of trun-
cated ase1-GFP constructs in COS7 cells (Figures 4D–4G). A
C-terminal deletion construct (amino acid [aa] 1–515), previ-
ously shown to form dimers [1], localized to MT overlap zones
like the full-length protein (Figure 4F). In contrast, a monomeric
N-terminal deletion construct (aa 290–731) [1] binds MTs but
does not bundle MTs nor assemble into multimeric structures
(Figure 4E). Both the N-terminus (aa 1–290) and the C terminus
(515–731) did not bind MTs, whereas the central domain (aa
290–515) binds MTs weakly. From this we conclude that the
C terminus is not involved in dimerization and higher order
multimerization, but instead, its main function might be to reg-
ulate interactions with various proteins such as cls1/peg1
(CLASP), as reported [6]. Ase1p’s central region (most likely
extending slightly beyond aa 515) mediates the diffusive inter-
action with the MT.

In summary, our in vitro experiments have demonstrated
that the presence of a second aligned MT can switch a popula-
tion of diffusively mobile ase1p dimers to stably bound ase1p
multimers. The molecular mechanism likely involves subtle
changes in the geometry, affinity, and concentration of
ase1p binding sites between single and overlapping MTs.
These small changes can be sufficient to trigger multimeriza-
tion and subsequent large changes in protein localization.
This highly nonlinear, switch-like phenomenon was also seen
in vivo, in COS7 cells, and it explains why ase1p is found in
cells with a striking abundance on overlapping MTs. The ability
of ase1p to form a stable scaffold between the MTs of the
spindle midzone makes it a crucial binding partner for several
proteins that fulfill key roles in spindle organization and cytoki-
nesis. Localization and targeting is typically thought of as
a specific interaction between two proteins or a protein and
a somehow chemically modified target. Alternatively, in our
model, the physical arrangement and geometry of cellular
structures, here overlapping MTs, provides the initial trigger
for localization. Such a subtle physical scheme that exploits
small differences in mobility and affinity together with nonlin-
ear threshold behavior might be quite general and might, in
addition to reaction-diffusion patterns, be the cell’s ingenious
way to achieve strong localization signals.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include Supplemental Results and Discussion, Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures, five figures, and four movies and can

be found with this article online at http://www.current-biology.com/

supplemental/S0960-9822(08)01276-1.
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